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PREFACE 

 

 The following oral history is the result of a recorded interview with Sara Johnson 

conducted by Whitney Dow on September 9, 2017. This interview is part of the Study on White 

People. 

 The reader is asked to bear in mind that they are reading a verbatim transcript of the 

spoken word, rather than written prose. 



 

 

Sara: [03:49:03] I'm Sara Johnson. I live now in Battle Creek, Michigan. I've lived in Michigan 

my whole life. I grew up in a town called Bay City, a few hours northeast of here. I'm an 

educator by trade, and I recently left teaching so that I can work full time for an institution that 

does racial justice work. I've been married for sixteen years, and I have three kids. 

 

Q: How old are your kids? 

 

Sara: [03:49:18] I have one that's five, one that's ten, and another in between that passed away 

when he was one. 

 

Q: I'm really sorry about that. 

 

Sara: Thanks. 

 

Q: I have three kids as well. 

 

Sara: Yes. 

 

 Session #1 (video) 

Interviewee: Sara Johnson Location: Battle Creek, MI 

Interviewer: Whitney Dow Date: September 29, 2017 
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Q: Can you tell me a little bit about the town you grew up, what was it like? What was your 

family like? What was your neighborhood like? 

 

Sara: [03:49:28] So I lived most of my growing up years in a little town called Essexville, which 

is actually a suburb of Bay City. And its reputation was that it was the "wealthy kid area" to live; 

that was my school's reputation. It wasn't really true, as most of the stereotypes aren't entirely 

true. But that was the reputation. It was not a very racially diverse place. So there were just a 

handful of kids of color in my class. But it felt pretty tight-knit. I didn't really sense a lot of racial 

tension or anything, but it was also not something that people ever really talked about— it’s hard 

have  tension when there's nothing happening. 

 

Q: Okay, so how did you—if you—I'm always interested in people's arcs — that you grew up in 

a very independent, sort of a wealthy, segregated community. Now you're living in Battle Creek 

and working on racial justice. What was the arc of your experience?  

[interruption] 

So, at what point in your life did you start becoming aware of race, and aware of your own race? 

 

Sara: [03:50:20] I think I was aware of race itself from a young age, but it was something that 

other people had until I got to college, probably. One of my professors invited me to go to a 

“Healing Racism” course; this was in the early '90s, mid-'90s, I guess. I went to that class, and 

that was the first time that anybody had said, "Hey, guess what? You have a race too. It's not just 

a thing other people have." And it feels way too late in life to have that "aha moment," but that's 

kind of when it happened. Yes, so— 
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Q: What was that experience like to have that? What changed for you? What was the "aha" in 

your "aha moment," then? How did that change you? 

 

Sara: [03:50:39] Again, it just was some—I always thought of—it was such otherness when you 

thought about race. And then to just be told, no, you have one too, and it means something. And 

you'd better figure out what that is. And we did stuff like a privilege walk, and that kind of thing. 

Just things that I had never thought about before because that's what whiteness does to you. You 

don't think about those things. And I guess—I mean, I was always a person that was curious 

about others anyway. My family is like that also. So I guess it made me more curious about 

myself, too. 

 

Q: You were talking about this professor, and you started doing these walks and everything. 

Those sort of types of events, the idea of—you call it a privilege walk? 

 

Sara: Yes. 

 

Q: What value did those activities have for you? 

 

Sara: [03:51:12] I guess because I was raised in a time when the common teaching about racism 

was that it's bad to be a racist, that everybody's equal. That it was colorblindness, I guess, to use 

an ablest term. So doing something like that erases—it takes the veil off. You know, you can't 

say that this stuff doesn't exist, that we're all just one big, happy family. You don't just get to say 
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that and erase all the problems that are still there. But that was how I had been raised. That was 

an awakening moment, when they tell you, take a step forward if this has ever happened to you. 

Take a step backward if this has happened to you. Take a step forward if you're able to do this. 

So that—you know, then you get to see a really see a big gap in between where you're at as a 

white person, and where people of color are. So that was an awakening experience. 

 

Q: How did that make you feel about yourself? 

 

Sara: [03:51:38] Initially, really, I felt horrible, of course. Really guilty; how did I not know 

about this? What do I do with it? It's not my fault. I feel like it's my fault. So there was a lot of 

that — just a lot of feelings. And there wasn't anywhere to process those feelings, so they just 

kind of sat there for a long time, I think. 

 

Q: Tell me about the process of going there sort of moving through it. Like, how did you move 

by it? 

 

Sara: [03:51:50] I think just that experience sort of faded to the background after I wasn't 

actually in the workshop all the time, and left college and went and got a job. Whiteness lets you 

do that. It all faded to the background, more or less. I still was involved in a lot of social justice 

kinds of causes, and things like that. But I wasn't doing any active work on my own racism. 

 

Q: And but that's not the case anymore. What is your life like now and how did you get there? 
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Sara: [03:52:05] So the school that I had been teaching at for the last nine years, before leaving 

education, called in—they wanted to start doing equity work. And they asked any teachers who 

wanted to volunteer to sign up for that, and I did right away, because I've always been curious 

about that, and always know that there's so much more to learn. So I said yes and went through 

about three years of intensive equity training with a couple of different groups of facilitators. 

And then kind of got to the point through all that training that really — you know, examining 

systems level stuff and cultural level stuff, and working in an education system, I kind of got—I 

felt like my head was really—just I didn't know, it felt churning, I guess. Like, I didn't know 

where to land. I didn't know how to fit into that system anymore, because I understand now that 

the educational system in the United States, and really in a lot of the world, is based on super 

white supremacist principles, patriarchal principles, and that they're just really, really deeply 

embedded in that system, despite all the best intentions of people that are in it and running it in 

modern days, for the most part, anyway. So I felt like I really just needed to get my head out of 

it. If I kept just going through and trying to do the best I could with blinders on that it wasn't 

going to—I didn't know where I would land. I needed some space, some time away. 

 So I took a year off. My contract allowed a year leave of absence, and I just thought, I 

don't know what's going to happen in this year, but I would like to do something directly related 

to racial justice work and equity work in my community, and I'll get my foot in the door 

wherever I can with that, and just see after a year where that turns out. I got really lucky to land 

where I did. 

 

Q: What do you do with that knowledge? That knowledge that you said, okay, it's not just 

[unclear] it's structural, it's embedded in all of these things. How do white people—how does a 
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white person, once they have that knowledge, not become paralyzed? How do you move 

forward? 

 

Sara: [03:53:01] Well, what's the choice? I mean, being paralyzed feels a little—I don't choose to 

be futile about how I move through life, I guess. I mean, there are moments when I feel totally 

overwhelmed and powerless and like this is never going to change. What am I even trying to do? 

Who am I to try to do anything? But then it's also like, I am a person with a life, and it has 

purpose. And if it doesn't, I'll give it some. I don't know. I think it's futile to be paralyzed by 

things like that. I don't know, I'm probably not answering that question really well, but— 

 

Q: No no, I'm just wondering, because I think that there's a lot of—I think when you ask people 

to say that—when you ask people to sort of address these things and look at these things 

honestly, and you're asking them to do a lot, you're asking them to look at something that's really 

complex and difficult and attractable, then the next question is then, and then what? And so how 

about yourself? How often do you think about your own race? 

 

Sara: [03:53:28] All the time. 

 

Q: And can you put my—answer your question— 

 

Sara: [03:53:29] Yes. I think about my own race all the time. All the time. And I'm grateful for 

the people that have pushed me to have that learning and to have that in my face. Because I think 
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I can use it to help other people, and to raise my children better, and to change my community. 

And to not be oblivious in the world. I think that it just—I don't want to be an oblivious person. 

 

Q: Can you describe that, what it means to think about your race all the time? 

 

Sara: [03:53:42] So thinking about my race all the time is not a pleasant experience. Like, there's 

nothing really great and powerful to be proud of about recognizing whiteness. So yes, it causes a 

lot of conflict in my life, in my family. For example, there's this restaurant not too far from—it's 

halfway—it's in a city halfway between here and where my in-laws live. And we meet there all 

the time to celebrate birthdays, or whatever. And it's a super white, probably homophobic town. 

Like, I don't know what any of their beliefs are, so I haven't questioned until recently the fact that 

we meet there all the time, until our staff, who is not majority white, and includes queer people 

and stuff like that—you know, we did a retreat near that city. And I said, "You guys want to go 

into town? Now that the retreat's over for the night, you guys want to go into town and grab a 

drink or something?" They're, like, "Hell, no. Are you joking?" 

 So that just really sticks with me. This is a choice now that I'm going to have to talk to 

my family about, because I don't want to go there anymore. It's not the fault of the people there 

necessarily, or ill will for that town. They're not doing anything wrong. But it would be 

continuing to use white privilege for me to be able to go to a place that my friends are not safe 

going. So I want to keep making choices in my personal life that if it's not safe for my friends, if 

it's not safe for the people I love, then I shouldn't go there either, until it is safe for everyone. So 

that's one example. 
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Q: No, that's an interesting example. I'm guessing, is it Marshall? 

 

Sara: No, it's Hastings. 

 

Q: I think a lot about this, about navigating the culture as a white person. How do you navigate 

who you are if you're in conflict with your own culture? Which it sounds like, essentially, you 

are. How do you navigate—essentially, I think people often say, well, it's not [unclear] some 

game. But I kind of disagree. I think it is about navigating loss, right? 

 

Sara: Of course. 

 

Q: So talk to me about navigating loss. 

 

Sara: [03:54:40] Yes. I think there's a lot of grief involved in recognizing the depths of the lie of 

whiteness in our country, and what it does to us as people. What it's done to our family systems, 

how it shows up in our religious institutions, and everything that we hold dear. All of our 

institutions — and that they're based on a lie that goes so, so, so, so deep. And once you kind of 

start to even fathom how big that is, it is a huge sense of loss. And you feel unmoored. I did, 

anyway. I felt unmoored. I think I'm still working through that. But it also keeps me grounded to 

have family and really close friends and excellent co-workers who are all going through it with 

me, and that we can stay centered in our values and hold on to the truth and our love for each 

other, and our belief in a better future. And I guess you just keep moving through that, because 

getting stuck is not optional for me. 
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Q: So should people of color feel sorry for white people who are grappling with this? 

 

Sara: [03:55:10] I don't think white people should be felt sorry for. I think it's about time we start 

grappling with it. It doesn't mean that those feelings aren't real, until some empathy is 

appreciated from other white people, and from people of color, when we are going through these 

things. But I don't expect people to give me that emotional labor. 

 

Q: And the other thing is that I understand the concept of deconstructing white supremacy, and I 

understand the concept of deconstructing structural racism and that. But that's a dismantling. 

What are we moving towards? What is the thing that communities like that will we need to be 

moving towards? 

 

Sara: [03:55:30] This is going to sound really overly-optimistic or naïve, I think, but we really 

have to keep in mind that what we're going for is a community built on love and mutual respect 

for each other, and true, deep care about each other and our lives together as human beings. I 

know that goes contrary to a whole lot of people's beliefs and it sounds really ridiculous, but I 

believe that that is true. True. Like, we have to go for that. That is the core of everything. I'm not 

a religious person. But I know people say God is love—I think that's literally true, and it goes 

both ways. Like, love is God, is love. If there is such a thing as God, then love is what that thing 

is that holds us all together. And I'm going to keep making little, tiny decisions about which 

restaurants I eat in, and which ones I don't. At the end of the day, I hope arcing toward a better 

world, one built on what I think human beings are meant to do. And that's love each other. 
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Q: And functionally, what does that look like? And this what I—is it, like, is it an erasure of 

culture? Erasure of white culture? Is it erasure of black culture to build something new? Because 

what—the people—there's a lot of terms. We all—you and I know both know them and hear 

them; about racial equity and just communities. But then I'm always confused about this thing, 

what does it look like? What is left? Or what is built if you dismantle what's existing? 

 

Sara: [03:56:14] I'm not sure it's ever been created before. I think we're building it as we go. I 

think this just world, this community based on love, like a one human family, we're building it as 

we go. I think there are models of what it looks like in small places, and I hope that we can learn 

from those and apply them on a bigger scale. It's not at all for me about erasure. I think that's the 

crime of whiteness, is what it did to my own family, and lots and lots of other white families. 

That's the price you pay. You erase your history and you become this other nondescript thing, 

and that thing gives you a whole lot of power, but it doesn't have any roots. So I want to undo all 

of the erasure that has happened, and I want people to be able to keep their identity and their 

differences, and have all of those things at once. I don't know how to tell you that there's a 

specific answer for what it's supposed to look like, because I think that we're building it as we 

go. 

 

Q: No, and I don't—and some of these are rhetorical questions— 

 

Sara: Yes. 
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Q: —because there's thing I think about a lot. And I think that there's so much dogma around 

social justice work, that sometimes it actually obscures how day-to-day life actually takes place. 

I get confused by how to—how do I actually really be myself and move towards something that I 

think is more just. I was just— 

 

Sara: [03:56:54] I'm working through that myself. I had a friend and mentor tell me recently that 

she wasn't sure where my personality stopped and whiteness started, because they were so 

intertwined. At first I was, like, that sucks, to put it politely. And I don't really know how to 

disentangle those things for myself yet, either. I mean, I'm a Midwestern, Puritanical—like I 

don't know. All these things — that's in my DNA. I don't know how to disentangle those, so I 

guess I'm in lifetime journey, right, that's what people say. I'll be forever figuring it out and 

working for my own liberation in that process. It's just hard to know. You feel for a while like, 

oh, of course I'm liberated. I can do what I want to do. People tell you, really? Look at this part. 

And you're like, oh, okay. I'm really allowing cultural norms to stop healthy parts of myself from 

doing what they do. 

 

Q: What has been the most painful part of this journey, or a really painful moment in this 

journey? 

 

Sara: [03:57:27] I think one of the most painful parts about this journey is the lack—the 

dismantling of relationships that I once thought were stronger. You know, like losing friends or 

losing family, or people that I felt really close with, I don't feel close with anymore. I feel like 

unless you come along with me on this journey, I can't relate to you honestly anymore. Like, I 
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can't be myself with you for real anymore, unless you come with me. I actually had a heart-to-

heart with my spouse about that, because I started going through a number of trainings that he 

hadn't been to yet. And there's one in particular called, "Doing Our Own Work," that was really, 

really powerful, and pushed me a lot further than anything else I had done to date. And I'd get 

home and be talking about these things, and he'd go, "Okay," you know, he's listening. But he 

didn't really get it. I said, "No, listen. You have to get this with me, or I don't know how to be 

with you anymore. That's how deep this is. I need you to come with me. I need you to try. I need 

you to be on this journey, and I need you to get it the way I'm getting it, or I really can't—I don't 

see how we will proceed as a couple." 

 So he stepped up, and has been moving also, thankfully. And some of our other family 

members too, so that's good. But I have lost others, and people that I used to consider close 

friends, that aren't anymore. We didn't have major blowouts where we were, "I'm never going to 

talk to you again," it's just sort of, we don't feel close anymore. We drift away. Now a lot of our 

interactions are just stuff on Facebook, and me getting curious about their Facebooks posts, and 

things like that. It's not a deep a friendship as I used to have. So there's loss there. 

 

Q: It sounds like, the way you described that this is the primary—not mover—but organizing 

principles, sort of like driver in your life right now. Because I know you're a mother, you're a 

wife, you're a partner, you're a co-worker, you're a daughter, you're an aunt—I don't know. 

You're all these things. Is this thing of confronting whiteness primary? Or does it supersede all of 

that? Is that what you're saying? 
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Sara: [03:58:33] I think that for me right now, yes, whiteness is a primary driver in all areas of 

my life, trying to negotiate it and figure it out, and understand how I fit in the world, and still be 

me. Complicated. 

 

Q: And more important than all your other—all your relationships? It supersedes all of your 

relationships? 

 

Sara: [03:58:44] Whiteness doesn't supersede all of my other relationships, but it's intertwined 

with every relationship I have. So I don't think one is more important than the other. They're just 

two things that exist at the same time. So just holding both of those and figuring out how they 

can exist in a healthy way without destroying all the relationships is—that's that conundrum. 

That's the complexity. 

 

Q: It's hard. It's really hard. 

 

Sara: Yes. 

 

Q: It's very hard. Are you happy that you were born white? 

 

Sara: [03:59:01] I mean, I'm not disappointed with the way my body looks, you know. But I'm 

not disappointed that I was born white. I'm disappointed that I was born white into a society with 

such deeply entrenched racist garbage that I now have to live in, along with everybody else. 
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Q: Would you give up your whiteness? Would you want not to be white because of this? Would 

you—because that's a heavy price to pay, right? I mean, that's—would you have been happier if 

you had not been born white and been on the sense of the side of righteousness, as opposed to 

being white working towards righteousness? 

 

Sara: [03:59:18] I think everybody's got some areas in which they need to work on their 

privilege, for one. So I don't think there's white people, and then everybody else is on the side of 

righteousness. I feel like that's a false dichotomy, a little bit. I mean, if you ask people—I do 

want to give up white privilege, because it feels gross. I don't want to change the way my body 

looks; that feels disingenuous. And I don't really know how to answer would I give up 

whiteness? I mean, I don't want to give up my body. But I'd give up whiteness if I could. They're 

not the same thing. 

 

Q: It's a question that—because a lot of people don't know how to answer the question. I don't 

know if it was framed that well. A lot of time I ask this question about if you walk through a 

door, it would automatically—and there was a chance that it would change you black, or if you 

could walk through the door next to it and you would stay white, would you choose one door or 

the other, or would it not matter to you? And that's where you've got to get attached to your 

whiteness. If it could be randomly removed from you, would you do anything to stop that? 

 

Sara: [03:59:47] I mean, given the way our society functions, it would be stupid to give up your 

advantages, looking at it from one perspective, right? So if I gave up whiteness, I'd be giving up 

a bunch of privileges that often I do take for granted, even though I think about it all the time. 
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And it would be—it would not be wise to give it all up, right? But also, there's a cost to keeping 

it. So I mean, that cost is to my soul. I don't want to damage that. So if I could give it up, I guess 

I would. I don't want to change my body. 

 

Q: Do you—is there a white culture? 

 

Sara: [04:00:06] Yes. There is a white culture. 

 

Q: Can you describe white culture to me? Because yes, can you describe white culture? And 

how—and do you feel—if there's a white culture, do you feel connected to white culture? 

 

Sara: [04:00:12] I don't feel connected to white culture in any sort of ethnic pride type of way. 

When you talk about "white culture," it's sort of disconnected from ethnicity because whiteness 

is a thing that's invented, and not really connected to my actual ethnic roots and my ancestors, 

other than that they wanted to have "whiteness." So yes, there's a white culture. It's not about our 

food, fun and festivals, although maybe in some ways it is. So some aspects of white culture I'm 

aware of, thanks to great teachers. We have a fear of conflict. Great, great avoidance of anything 

that makes us feel uncomfortable. It's everybody else's job to make sure that however you need 

to tell me about your protest, you do it in a way that doesn't make me feel bad about myself, 

which is ridiculous. It's based on individuals. So we get to just say, well, if you failed at life, it's 

your fault. There's no system here, it's all on you. It's paternalistic, it's power-hungry, power-

hoarding. It doesn't want to share. It's greedy. There's only one right answer to everything. Most 

of it's pretty yucky. Actually, I can't think of anything positive. 
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Q: Really? So there's nothing positive about white culture, in your opinion? 

 

Sara: [04:00:49] There are positive things about various cultures that white people are parts of, 

but whiteness in and of itself, there's nothing positive. There's never been anything positive, 

except for the people who get to claim it. 

 

Q: You talk about it that whiteness is invented. 

 

Sara: Yes. 

 

Q: A lot of people talk, they say white — race is a social construct. 

 

Sara: Yes. 

 

Q: Does that make it any less real, that it's invented, and that it's a social construct? Does that 

mean—or should I say, does that mean that it's not real? 

 

Sara: [04:01:03] No. No, race is very real. Just not biologically. But socially, it's super real, 

especially in the United States, and it has tons and tons of consequences for everybody who lives 

here. 

 

Q: Are you religious? 
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Sara: [04:01:12] No. I was raised in a Evangelical Lutheran Church of America. And recently, 

I've quit trying to belong to any religious institution. And I'm not really sure what I believe about 

God. And that's been true for a long time. 

 

Q: Well, I like your description earlier about—I thought you were very clear about your belief of 

what God is, if one exists. But can you tell me a little bit about your arc with me? An arc of your 

belief and how it's related to your journey towards recognition and exploration of your own race? 

 

Sara: [04:01:31] Yes. So when I was young, it was our family's practice to go to church every 

week. And part of our—most of our holidays, you know, we celebrated Easter, we celebrated 

Christmas, including going to church on those times. At least in my home, we didn't pray a lot. 

Sometimes we remembered to pray over meals, and sometimes we read bible stories, and things 

like that. I guess I just didn't really question a lot of that until probably I was a teenager. I don't 

remember how old I was, or why this occurrence struck me, but I realized at some point that had 

I been born in some other country that was not a majority Christian country, or born to the 

parents that I was born to, I wouldn't be a Christian. So what does it actually mean to be a 

Christian, if just by fault of your birth you could be something else? What does it even mean? I 

feel like you should choose the religion, if it's actually going to be important to you. It shouldn't 

just be something that you're just born into, and then that's why you're that thing. It struck me 

that way. So I just really started to question, what does that actually mean to say that I'm a 

Christian? Because I don't think a religion should just be something that you're born to, and then 

you never question it. 
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 So I don't know that I ever talked about those things, really out loud with anybody. Then 

it so happened that when I was in probably either early college or my later years in high school, 

something happened in the church that we were attending, they were renovating the building, and 

it got into these huge debates about what kind of tiles they were going to put on the floor, and 

how the sanctuary should look. How much money should we spend on this or that thing, and 

what it should look like. And there were all these arguments happening. I was kind of unaware of 

it; I do remember, it was early college for me, because I was unaware of these things happening 

until my dad all of a sudden left the church and said, "I'm never going back there." And I was, 

like, "What? What are you talking about? You guys always go to church." And he said, "No. If 

this is what church is all about, I am done. This is nonsense." And he has never gone back, and is 

now a pretty devout atheist, if you can put "devout" and "atheist" in the same sentence. But he 

reads and learns a lot, and is very confident in why his beliefs are what they are. And my mom 

goes to church every Sunday. 

 And so through all of that, I guess that gave me a lot more permission to be able to 

question and question publicly, and just say in my own family, I'm not comfortable going to 

church anymore. And then when we moved to Battle Creek and had children, I started to think, 

well, maybe they should have some sort of religious upbringing so they can reject it later—at 

least they'll know what they're rejecting, you know? We'll try to take them to church. And we 

started with a local church here that was the same denomination as the one I had grown up in. 

They're wonderful, amazing, lovely people that are so in my life, but they're—I just—it wasn’t 

progressive enough for me. I wanted the church to become an open affirming church for LGBTQ 

folks, and those conversations weren't happening. You know, the pastor would say a couple of 

things about inclusion in his sermons, and then people started to quietly leave the church. But 
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nobody was talking about why. And I just thought, I do social justice work all the time, every 

single day. And I feel like the place that you go to rejuvenate your soul once a week shouldn't be 

another place where you have to fight a fight. 

 So I thought, I'm going to go someplace else. And there is a church here in town that is 

United Church of Christ, and they are open and affirming. We tried that for a while. Within the 

past year, I've kind of decided to stop going altogether. I'm not—it was kind of like the 

educational institution that I left; I'm not quite sure how to disentangle whiteness from 

Christianity in America. And I don't want any part of it. 

 

Q: Can you talk a little bit more about that? Can you talk a little about that, about—because one 

of the areas I'm really interested in is between faith and whiteness and Christianity and 

whiteness. Can you talk a little about not being able to disentangle white supremacy and 

Christianity? What do you mean by that? 

 

Sara: [04:03:24] I think that the way Christianity evolved in the United States was all about 

white supremacy. I mean, we used missionaries to do the work of erasing people's cultures. 

That's part of it. The institutions themselves in this country were created right alongside all the 

institutions that used whiteness to get all their power. So they're patriarchal, and they're power-

hoarding, and kind of contrary to everything I think that a Christian is supposed to stand for. I 

think it's James Baldwin that said, "Eleven o'clock on Sunday is the most segregated time in 

America," and there are reasons for that that are healthy in some ways, like protective of black 

space and black churches, for example. But also, I just—I don't see a way that—I don't see—I'm 

not sure how to articulate this very well. I just can't disentangle them. 
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 I don't see very many churches that are intersectional in their approach to what God's 

supposed to be, or how you're supposed to be a Christian. So if your church is homophobic, I'm 

not going to go. If your church has at least nothing going on about recognizing its own 

complicity in whiteness and you're a white church, then I don't want to go. There's just—I just—

it seems like such a long, uphill battle for me to try to figure out, how does the bible fit in to all 

this stuff, and I'm supposed to believe in that, and it's got all this stuff in it I definitely don't agree 

with. I just feel like it's not the right path for me to find whatever it is I want my soul to connect 

to. 

 

Q: It's complicated. It gets really complicated. Today is really complicated. 

 

Sara: [04:04:13] Yes. And I think that it's—so Christianity, and for a number of ways, not just 

regarding whiteness, but regarding homophobia also—it's one of those things that you're not 

allowed to question. You know, you can't question someone else's faith beliefs. You're supposed 

to just, oh, well, it's a matter of faith, and therefore I'm not allowed to challenge you on it, 

because it's faith. So you're allowed to say, "Well, the bible says..." and then treat people like 

they're less than human because you interpreted the bible to say that that's true. So people just get 

to say, "Well, it's my faith. It's my beliefs." You can't just question faith and then use it to hurt 

people. It's infuriating. 

 

Q: So—just to look at my notes here—you know, one of the interesting things, [unclear] people 

come in, it's, like, going from—talking to someone who's thought about it a lot to somebody 

who's never thought about it, and it's like I'll go from this moment where actually you're very 
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embedded in somebody who doesn't believe that race should have any impact on their life, it's 

interesting. We've covered a lot of what I wanted to talk to you about. How are we connected as 

white people to history? What are our obligations to our legacy of white supremacy? 

 

Sara: [04:05:06] I think our obligations to our own history as white people are that we actually 

look at it for what it is; that we, to the extent possible, make reparations, individually and 

collectively for the harms that have been done, and that we build a better world, taking 

leadership from people who have been most impacted, and creating a better world that way, and 

being humble about it. 

 

Q: What do you mean when you say, "reparations?" What do you mean individually, and what 

do you mean collectively? What, practically, does that look like? 

 

Sara: [04:05:22] So this is work I'm just now starting to do, I don't have a whole lot of 

knowledge about the stories of my family, going back more than just maybe three or four 

generations. So I don't know what their thoughts were on their race. I do know that my family 

gave up names and things like that, to become more white, more neutral, more American. I don't 

know my family's personal stories and connection with people of color, and how we may have 

harmed or impacted them. So some of the work that I will need to do is actually unpacking those 

personal stories, digging for those in my family. And if possible, making specific reparations to 

families that my family impacted. If that's not going to be possible, there are other things that can 

be done. 
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 There's one facilitator-researcher, Heather Hackman. I like her example. She pays an 

equal amount of her property taxes every year to the local tribe on whose land her house was 

built. So that is a practice I could do. There's a Potawatomi tribe twenty miles south of here, and 

I pay about $3,000 a year in property taxes. I could make an equal payment to them, in a way to 

try to do some reparation for that group; I haven't done that yet. Then collectively, I just think we 

need an acknowledgement from our government that this stuff is real, that it happened, that we 

have a responsibility to make it right to whatever extent possible. And there are lots of good 

people out there that have told us specific ways to make that happen. Ta-Nehisi Coates already 

wrote the article, and it's got specific—this is how you do it. You base it on the redlining. You 

can find the exact families and the people, and here's how you proportion out the amounts. It's 

not undoable. And I think that we need to do it. 

 

Q: Talk to me a little bit about Battle Creek itself. What is the state of the relationship of the 

white community in Battle Creek to all the other parts of the community? 

 

Sara: [04:06:23] I don't think that Battle Creek has one white monolithic identity that would 

relate as a group to all the other groups of color in the community, so I'm not quite sure how to 

answer your question. 

 

Q: You don't think that people of color in Battle Creek see white people in a certain way? Or 

does the Battle Creek—is the power structure or financial structure, who holds most of the 

economic power in Battle Creek? Try to understand, you know, this is a little more complicated 

question than I ask most people, just because it seems like you're into it. But one of the things, 
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when this community is trying to understand—when I think about where I grew up, every single 

institution was white-dominated. Every single institution with power was white-dominated. And 

I grew up longer ago than you did. I'm just thinking the state of right now in Battle Creek. You 

know, is the white community separated out from the other communities? Is it segregated the 

way it lived? Is there a strong movement of social justice, or a strong movement of trying to 

build a more equitable Battle Creek? Is that lip service that's just coming out of certain 

foundations, certain organizations? Is it actually something that's in the ether of the white 

community? Just trying to get an understanding of what the sort of race dynamic in the 

community is right now. 

 

Sara: [04:07:02] So because of the social circles that I move in, I do see a whole lot of movement 

in Battle Creek towards really digging into racial equity, and actually making that happen in our 

community. I also know there's a lot of resistance from other white folks that don't want any part 

of it, haven't heard about it. And I can't really answer how people of color feel about that; that 

would be not my place. And I don't think you're going to get any one answer, anyway. Most of 

the institutions in this city are run by white people, mostly by white men. It's not unlike every 

other community, but there is movement. There is movement. Battle Creek Public Schools, for 

example, is led by a black woman as their superintendent. There are people in leadership 

positions that are not white. But again, they're rare, like anywhere else. Like most other places, 

anyway, especially in the Midwest. 

 

Q: Are you optimistic? 
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Sara: [04:07:30] Whether I'm optimistic is actually a difficult question. I have a whole lot of 

hope, or else I would be stuck in my bed every day. But I'm also a realist, and I don't know how 

fast all this stuff will actually change. And we've got a lot of years of stuff to undo, a lot. A lot. I 

don't think it's going to change in my lifetime. It will incrementally change in my lifetime, but I 

don't think—we're just going to have some—we really are all heart-connected, aware, people 

caring for each other in my lifetime. But I hope we get closer and closer, and I'll keep working 

for that. 

 

Q: Is there anything that I didn't ask you about, or you didn't talk about, that you think is really 

important to have said in a conversation like this? 

 

Sara: [04:07:49] I feel like one important thing that—one really harmful practice of white culture 

is disconnecting our heads from our hearts, and making everything about an intellectual process 

and not being honest about how we feel, because we always have to look good and look perfect, 

right? And we can't have troublesome feelings. And we can't say anything that might be 

misinterpreted by somebody else. So we never have real conversations. I think that white people 

need to know that they have to have honest conversations. Like, I have to be willing to tell 

people that sometimes being white makes me feel horrible. Or, I don't understand everything 

about this. I made a whole bunch of mistakes. Stuff makes me angry. I feel pushback about 

things. I just feel like if we don't connect with our emotions and we're not honest about it with 

ourselves and with other people, especially across difference, that we are not going to get 

anywhere. It won't get anywhere unless people actually start to feel it, for real. 
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Q: Do you feel guilty, personally? 

 

Sara: [04:08:19] No. I don't feel personally guilty about who I am. But I do feel responsible. 

 

Q: You know, it's really complicated navigating it. And it's a really, really complicated space to 

be in and have it not consume you, and have it not consume your relationships. So I really 

appreciate you coming in and speaking to us. You know, I was talking to Ian earlier; we do a lot 

of these interviews, and it doesn't matter what political persuasion [unclear], anybody who's 

willing to sit down and talk honestly and be self-reflective is a really interesting conversation. 

And you clearly were, and I really, really appreciate that. So thank you. 

 

Sara: Okay. 

 

Q: We want to take a few stills of you now. So you can just— 

 

Sara: Errr---[laughs] 

 

Q: You don't have to do anything. You're already doing it. This is always the hardest part of the 

whole interview. 

 

Sara: I know. 

 

Q: Just relax. You don't have to smile. 
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Sara: Okay. I don't know how to not smile. 

 

Q: You don't know how to not smile? 

 

Sara: Sometimes. If you make me angry. 

 

Q: White people are better than black people. 

 

Sara: Yes, but I know you're lying, so I can't—it isn't going to work. [laughs] Sorry. I can't do an 

angry face. I'm not a good actor. 

 

Q: Just do a relaxed face. 

 

Sara: Okay. [laughs] I'm sorry. This is so bad. I don't like getting my picture taken. You don't 

know what it took for me to say "yes" to a camera. You probably need a serious, racial justice 

warrior face, or something. 

 

Q2: No, that was great, the face you were just doing. 

 

Q: I really find that one of the things in this part, we're trying to see people, really. And when 

people relax, you see them in a way that you don't see them when they're trying to smile, or it's 
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just interesting. People look so differently when they relax, when they just have a relaxed face, 

and when they do, like—so— 

 

Sara: I don't know if I have a relaxed face. 

 

Q: I think you might have had. 

 

Q2: Was that long enough? I would say that was, like, six seconds. 

 

Q: Six seconds. What I also use is, when I've done some installations with the work before, and 

then I have sort of this video still where people are slightly moving, but they're not moving. So 

it's— 

 

Q2: Let's try it again. What you were doing that last time was totally perfect. 

 

Sara: I don't know what I was doing. 

 

Q2: [unclear] exactly. Just do that again. Ignore us. 

 

Q: You still—yes, just ignore us for a second. 

 

Sara: Okay. 
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Q: Think about what your husband's going to make you for dinner tonight. 

 

Sara: You guys, I can't do this. I'm really sorry. It's going to be an hour of me try not to— 

 

Q2: One of the many complicated parts, right, is as we navigate, what we hold onto, where we 

desire segregation or trying to—or space, and where we need to come together. I always wonder 

what that journey has been like for you trying to figure that out, or if you remember a time, you 

know, if you've had any evolutions over that, or revelations in that? 

 

Sara: [04:10:02] Revelations in terms of where we need to have segregated spaces and where we 

need to come together? 

 

Q2: Yes, or where you see in your work how success models of maintaining identity versus 

creating immunity out of different— 

 

Sara: Yes? 

 

Q: That's a little, if you talk about race, in order to have equity to erase black spaces as well as 

white spaces. 

 

Sara: [04:10:12] No. You do not erase spaces that people need. But in a white space, what are 

you actually claiming? It's not like—so maybe if it was your Polish center or something like that, 

and it was full of white people who were gathering there to honor their Polish ethnicity, that 
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would be okay. But in spaces where there is no named way, reason for why they need to be 

segregated, they just are because it's been made to feel uncomfortable for anybody who's not 

white to come in there, that's not something that I think is worth protecting. Like, that space is 

damaging to the people within it, and the people without. But then there are other times that 

people do need to gather in their own affinity groups, for camaraderie, for mutual support, for 

protection of their culture, so it doesn't get erased. To have a place, just one place in your life 

maybe where you don't have to think about the thing that's oppressing you every single day. 

 So there are lots of spaces where that is really necessary. And occasionally, there are 

times when even I will go to an intentionally all-white space, but it's for the purpose of doing 

anti-racism work, like caucus work, where I could be doing a whole lot of damage to people of 

color if I were to do that in a mixed space. But then we also have combined caucus, too. I don't 

think—it's a complicated question. I don't want to erase people's identities, and I don't want to 

take away from people the ability to gather in affinity groups. I just want to make sure that those 

affinity groups are created not because of some de facto rule that keeps others out, but for a 

purpose that is for the safety and protection and love of the people in that group. 

 

Q: If there was one thing that you would like to say to white people, what's your one core thing 

that you want to communicate? 

 

Sara: [04:11:02] There's too many things I want to say to white people. I can't think of one core 

thing. Open your heart. You don't realize that it's closed. You don't know how much whiteness 

puts a huge shell around your heart. And you have to crack it open. I think that doing this work 

has caused a whole lot of conflict and a whole lot of grief in my life, and I'm so glad that it 
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happened. And I want everybody to do it also, because I've gotten so much more out of doing 

this work than I put into it. I mean, it's worth it. It's worth it. 

 

Q: That's a pretty good, simple sentence. 

 

Sara: Okay. 

 

Q: Thank you so much. We're going to [unclear]. 

 

Sara: Okay. 

 

[END OF INTERVIEW] 


